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SURPRISED BY THE-OTHER:
CHOICE POINTS IN RELATIONSHIPS

'4" Steen Hailing,
Depirtment of Psychology

Seattle University

it
-Imaging, for a moment;, discovering that someone'who has an important role

in your life is really quite a different sort of pdrson than you thought he-or
O

,,

she was: I suspect that at first most of us will think in terms of letdowns or

disillusionment and thus the fgeling tone accompanying this imagined prospect

would be one of discomfort or uneasiness. For example, we might imagine that

a colleague and trusted ffiend is promoted and.suddenly becomes preoccupied

with gaining power while apparently disownlh what we had. thought was a.rela-

tionshtp of genuine mutual concern. Fortunately, not all awakenings are s9

disappointing, In this presentation I will address an experience of discovery

which. is primarily gratifying.

i

Jacob Needleman has given a -striking.illustration of this kind of experi-

ence in a recent book (Needleman, 1980). While spending a week at a major

Catholic Uniyersity as'a guest lecturer, he had to share accomodations with a

priest named Father Vincent. From Needleman's perspeptive, Fr. Vincent was an

annoying, puzzling, and unattractive person to be with: his major activities

consisted of watching television, guizling beer, eating and belching, and Only,
,

when Needlemin invited him to play cards did he show much sign of life. Not-K'

unttl their last night together, did the two men become,involved in a conver-
41

sation-which.alloWed Needleman to recognize that Fr. Vincent had an extraordi-

nary spiritual presence and sensitivity even while he was indifferent to ordi-

nary social amenities.

Thrpugh the vantage point of this phenomena of surprise -- which r call

"seeing a significant other as if for the first time" -- I will offer some

3 I
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refl'ections andobservations bn the kinds of situations in which such moments

of empathy become possible, as well as on the role of decision in this experi-

ence. When soMeone'we think' we know well surprises us, for better or worse,

we,re faced with a decision -as Ao how to respond to the person at that moment,

and with respect to the future of the relationship. Further, we are apt

to ask ourselves how we could have so seriously misread this person.

Most of the time we 'Cake it for granted that our perceptions and attittides"

with regard to the significant people in our lives -- be they fatly, friends,

or colleagues -- are both fair and realistic. Within an everyday attitude of

preoccupation with specific problems and tasks, our conceptions. of most of the

people we know can be characterized as having a high degree of continuity and

stability (e.g., Hastorf, Schneider, and Polefka, 1970). Given this attitude

of reIAive inattention to the nuances of interpersonal experience, growth and.

ychange in our relationships may appear to be so gradual as to be almost imper-

/Ceptible. Under special circumstances, hoWever, our image of a significant other

may dissolve or shatter as we come to see him or her "as if for the first time."

Such moments of surprise and of immediate and empathetic understanding'

render our previous notion of the person inadequate at feast. Obviously,

I am not just speaking of an experience of seeifig" person differently than

-

before, but of coming to a recognition of that person in his or her individua-

lity and basic humanity. This "awakening" to the other As likely to ke_0.--

milestone in our relationship with that person and ha's ramifications for our

view of ourselveS.a4 well as for the futve of the relationship. Later, I will

give several brief examples of this experience which should, help to bring'these

points to life.

1

Being Chosen and Choosing
. . . A

....

"Science," writes the French' ptenomenC;rogist Merleau7Ponty (1964, p. 159),
,..

-..
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"manipulates things. and giveS up living in them... it comes face-to face with

thereal world only at rare intervals.". (By "real world" he means the world

as it is given in experience). His statement also applies to much of psycho-
b /,,

logical theory and research; no doubt this is a. state of.affairs which is not

entirely av dable. Yet phenomenological psychology' aims to retUrnto pheno-
,.

mgna, to dwell in,them and to circumscribe them. There is a, section from

Martin Buber's I and Thou (1962) 2
which may serve as an aid and a pointer in

0
this return. This in spite of the awkwardness of its syntax! Buber's discus-

,

sion also will help us to see more Clearly.the role of choice in relation to

our experience of being surprised by another.

The Thou meets me through Grace--it is not found by seeking.
But my speaking of the primary word to it is an act of my being,
is indeed the act of my being. 6

/t

The Thou meets me. But I step into direct relation with it:
Hence the relation means being'9bosen and choosing, undergo ring

and undertaking in one; any undertaking of.the whole being is
bound to resemble an undergoing, for it does away with all ,r
partial actions, and thus with'any sense of action or undEft"eiking/
which -always depends on limited exertions.

The prfrary,word -Thou can be spoken only with the whole
being. Concentration and fusion into the whole being can never
take pla-ce through my own agency, nor canit take place wit t

me. I become through my relation to the'Thouras I become I,
I say Thou.

All real livilw is meeting.,

(Buber, 1962, p. 15)

First, a disclaimer. I am not suggesting 'that the phenomenon which I have

been researching is directly equivalent to,wpat Buber calls the I-Thou encounter.

However, as will become evident there are significant areas of overlap.

For example, when Buber speaks of being chosen and choosing, undergoing and

undertaking, he is using words which very much fit the descriptions I have col-

. 4
lected.

Both the language and the thought with which Buber presents ti5 here is

quite different from that which we are used to as psychologistS or in everyday

discourse for that matter. This kind of language may offend our theoretical ,

I
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sensibilities, but -it also has the power to provoke us into thoughtjulness.

It is evident that .Bube, regards meeting between persons as the event

which most fundamentally is the occasion for the development of our personal

identities. It has been a.long- time since Harry Stack Sullivan (1953) sugges-

ted that psychology and psychiatry should be the study of interpersonal rela-

ttons rather than,of tte abstract.individual. And yet there has .not been any

.
.

utholehearted abandonment, in either discipline, of the nption of the encapsu-

lated ego. Many psychologists still appear to believe that.our knowledge of

others is at' the level of an inference.'

Buber's discussion of the interplay Of choosing and being chosen. may strike

us as ttrange. From the perspective.of opr more vigilant, categorical, and

carefully anticipating stance towards reality, we see ourselves as,carefu

weighing alternatives before moving towards the unknown. Here the seat of

choosing and decisiemaking is thought of as a carefully protected.doma4n

"within" our own personality. Thus life seems to be a sequence of never-ending

dilemmas.
4

Spcial psychological research has often conceptualized decision making in

a similar manner. A person may be thought'of as external to, and equidistant

about
from, two or more alternatives, deliberating A the pros and cons of each alteil-

native. It has long, been evident (e.g., Simon, 1957) that people do not weigh

out alternatives in the higitly systematic and rational fashion that would appear

ideal to d logically minded and dispassionate observer. But the notion of

deliberation proceeding decision, and good decision making Involving a sustained

exploration of alternatives, is still taking for granted in much of,the-litera--

ture. Janis and Mann (1977), for example, have developed seven "ideal" proce-

dural criteria which they believe are appropriate for evaluating any decition-

1
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making process. According.to them:
ss%

The decision maker, to the best of his ability and within his
linformation-processing capabilities
1. thoroughly canvasses a wide range of alternative courses of

action;
4 2. surveys the full range of objectives to be fulfilled and the

values implicated by the choice;
3. carefully weighs whatever he knows about the costs and risks of

negative consequences, as well as the positive consequences,
that could flow from each alfernativei

4. intensively searches for newiinformation relevant to further
evaluation of the alternatives. 0

Janis and Mann, (1977, p. 11)

These kinds of criteria may be useful in promoting'good decision making

in specific contexts, such as purchasing or management. But it is very doubt-

ful whether these criteria have much relevance, either at an empirical or a

normative level, for the decision,making that is so much a.part of our persbnal
A .. -

lives. The quote from Bulier suggests otherwise. If we pi), attention to our.

own experience; we find-that 'in many instances we discover, surprisingly, that

the action or-line of thought in which we are engaged implies a decision already

made? Thus, I think we would have to agree with MerleaU-Ponty (1962, p. 435)

that
,

In reality the deliberation follows the decision, and it is my
secret decision which brings the motives to light, for it'would
be difficult to conceive what the force of a motive-Eaght be in
the absence of-a decision which it confirms or to. which it runs -
counter.

One last comment on the quote from Bubert most of us probably recognize.

something of ourselves in Shapiro"s (1965, p. 33) description of the obsessive

who equates pushing or driving him or herself with action and freedom... As Buber

suggesis,acting with the whole of one's being may not resemble what we ordina-

rily think of as choice or action. Indeed, it may be viewed, Subsequently, as

an, almost involuntary lapse. It is noteworthy, in this connection, that Janis
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and Mann (1977, p. 13) recognize that someone who takes their criteria for good

decision making too seriously, perhaps applying them even to minor issues,

would be caught up in obsessional ruminations.

-r"*""/

The Question of Context

At this point I want to address the question of what kinds of int6pertonal

contexts can evoke from us a response of our whole being, such attentiveness

to the other, that we might speak of seeing him'or her as if for the first time.

This question of contexts is important since the stability of Our perception

of significant others presupposes, in part, a certain continuity in terms of the

circumstances within'which we relate to them. Before presenting 'a descriptive

classification and an analysis.of these interpersonal contexts, I watt to touch

briefly on the kind of ,"data" and avroach,on which this discussion is based.

Over the last several years, I have asked a number of people to de-

scribe for me their experience of seeing a significant other "as if for the

first time." In most cases, their descriptions have been in the form of writ-

ten accounts. Altogether I have collected sixty descriptions, seven of which

emerged through lengthy interviews while the remainder are in written form.

I have gathered these descriptions from studentstolleagues, and friends: peo-
.

pie with adiversity'of backgrounds, personal historigs, and outlooks, but

obviously not a r=andom sample from any clearly'defined populatiotl. My approach

was withi a phenomenological attitude, trying to Understand these experiences

in an as pen and unbtaSed way as possible, interpreting these events within.

their own context, while also uncovering essential themes or constituents across

e=xamples.

Accordineto these descriptions, there are basically four types of contexts /

in which an awakening to the other takes place.

In the first type, the signifiCapt other person initiates a change in the
.

8
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relationship. Specifically, he or she,directly and intentionally reveals to

us, in a way which engages our attention, aspects of.an "inner life" previously
-,

, f

. 0 C,
hidden. The Occasion for this self-disclosure maybe a crisis within the rela-

,--, ,__, ,
. ,,

tionshi0 itself7 or in the oth9t person's life in general; This selildisclosuie

can take place in a varietyof ways, but one example will suffice for the pur-
.

pose of illustration. A single parent who is very much involved with being a

describes feelira
good, mother to her four-and-a-half year old son Davey A taken,aba when he

approached her looking very denrmined and said that he was angry at her. In

/r
spite of her iraitial surprise and displeasure, this mother listened to her son

as he told her that he was annoyed at her for kissing him goodbye in front of
6

friends at school. When he was asked what she should dojnstead, Daveyyhis

suggested that they shake hands. At first his mother was amazed, and therrshe
41;*

realized something she had not seen in this way.before: "...DaVey FM aright

to react in his own way, in objecting to the way I do things. He hada rign

to express himself whether it would make me happy or sad, because he was an indi-

vidual,,a person in his own right, that was learning to,think a little on his

own, and feeling -concerning certain subjects."
.

The second type of context is a variation On the first. Again, bothoLOf the

persons become involved in a.face-to-ace interaction, unlike the 'ones which -
ordinarily occir in the relationship. Here, though, the initiativeAcomes froth

oneself rather than the other person. -It is, t.'in tiwcontex of onets'4eotirt ini-
...

,

. *,

tiative and self - disclosure that the other-respond;104ievealing'himself or

- 2
t. .

herself in a particularly poignant way. One's own "approaCh to
*
6-le other is,

,./

.

once more, in the context of a situation of some urgency otcrisis. An example

,-.

of this kind of transformation was provided by a student named' Sheila who

.-:7-

described a specific episode in,her relationship with' rher ootnate in a college

dormitory. Sheila was having a serious conflict with her teacher, a nun. Be-
.

.--
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cause(of.other circumstances in her*life, she was finding it very difficult to
... .

/ ..

maintain.a sense of perspective about the conflict with her. teacher. She con-
4 -, :*

.., sidered confiding in her roommate, a peison Sheilaordinarily felt comfortable
S

'with, but$hesitated because she too was a nun. Sheila feared that her r ate

.
.

would side with a fellow nun". Finally, however, Sheila took a "leap of faith""

and' cdnfide'd in her. She diicovered, with a real sense of surprise, that her

I
roommate was \both accepting and understanding, thereby giving her the_opporlunityI.

to sae her as a person rather than as just a nun.

The third type of context is distinctly different. Sometimes we gain a
cts

deeper awareness and appreciation of another when4we see this person involved in
*.;, .

ra situation which is part of his or her world apart from the World which we

001

share with him or her. Here it is not a ma r of aface-to-face interaction,

b of one's becoming attent to another as, he or she is meaningfully engaged

in some activity or situation which has no direct reference to us. 'Perhaps it

woulcebe more accurate to say that we allow ourselves to understand the person's

activity in terms other than its relation, in any immediate sense, to our own

si.tuation. One/example is provided by a woman who attended a Christmas party

and dance with her husband. The event was sponsored by his company, and so the

occasion gave her an opportunity to see him interact with nis colleagues. Most

significantly, she sat in the audience with everyone else as her husband direc-
.

ted the company choir. During this performance she became aware of her husband

,in a new way, precisely as someon4 who was more than just her husband, someone

who had a life, a series of involvements beyond his involvement with her. Her'

experience was not, in.any thematic way, a sense of being excluded, as it Might

well have been. Instead, she wrote, "I cairn remember carrying with me throughout

the remainder of the evening the strangest feeling that, in a sense, I had met,

someone new."
I

10
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The fourth type Of context is one which brings two people together in

. ...../

an knsual way.,ake to a special set of circumstances, neither anticipated

nor. planned, the partiCiPants find'themselves sharing a context of meaning

in a way that is discordant with the relationship they have had up until
---

that point, When there isva history of long standing, and intense antagonism,

or where people have come to take ach other for granted, it maypelltake

an traordinariAvergence of events to bring about change. The following

,examp

agency for several years became very annoyed when a new person was hired,

'ontrary to policy, Without, consultation with her and the rest of the staff.

To make .tters worse, the new'-person, Linda, struck Heather as extremely

shows this vividly. Heather who had been working in a social service

A

-manipulatiy , condescending, and self-serving. Heather's-discomfort with

Linda contiti ed unabated over a period of months, reaching at times almost

unbearable provortions. The episode which allowed Heather to see Linda in

v,

.a new light ocTtred one day whet Heather came.to work and found Linda

crying and in (M p sorrow. She asked Linda what was wrong and found out that

a close friend oic ers was dying from,a terminal illness, This friend was

also a woman whom (other deeply admired)'id and appreciated: That afternoon

4' A\
they were able to syr\ e their sorrow as Heather saw Linda as a person-with

\ i-hilman feelings, vulnbility and pain. '

sk:11

Values and Particioatio

What, then, do all' ese four types of contexts have in common ?-The Ger-,

an philosopher Max Schel4 has said that a genuine understanding of a person
. ,

depends onthe person's mat ng him or herself available to us (Scheler, 1970':

pp. 224-225). Each of the si ty accounts Of "seeing the Other 'as if for the

first time" describes situati ns which engage the other person wholeheartedly

and at a highly personal level Not only does the nature of involvement and

1
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expression of feeling of the other person surprises us, but it strikes a

responsive and empathic chord in us. The othe'r's behavior and expressive-

neaa is seen by us' as a readily-nnderstandabl'e manifestation gle the person's

basic humanity since the situation in Which he or she is engaged' is one

which strongly speaks to our basic values and concerns.

Standing in the face of death is one such situation: It was mentioned

as the ocCasion'for the change in one's perception Of the other in one fifth

4' of the descriptions,..Death is one of the basic horizons of human existence
A ,

as especially Heidegger. (1962) reminds us. Death brings us to the realization

that our time is limited as is the time of those-we love, andin the face of
ti

the urgency to which this.4ealization gives rise our inhibitions and reserve-
.

tions may dissolve. The Dutch psychiatrist J. H. van den Berg (1975, 94),

writes, d the people we love, thoe'l few who are with us for a while, how

could we love them if they did not grow and die? It is-t-he4ght of dear.1
. ,

that makes them dear to us." The imminence,of death also sweeps 4-"ay the ' y

r

habitual roles and -contexts which constitute our ordinary being together.

Linda, who waelVery concerned about how her colleagues viewed her under

other circumstances, cried freely when she heard about the illnegs of her

friend.

Clearly then, in this experience of being surprised by the other

there is a powerful shift in the context for fhe relationship, and in the

manner in which one responds to the other.'One's response involves more

than just paying attention to the person as one discovers some new 'fact

about him or her. In The Visible and the InVisibie (1965, pp. 10-1'1),

Mefleau-Ponty describes a moment in which we live in the "privcate" 'world

of another as we participate'in what has.engaged this person. Similarly,

12 .r
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'.. . 'Scheler (1970, D. 167) has Writtent "The person of another tan y be dis-
4t

.
/ closedito me by my/joining in the .performance of ..hi s acts, either cAgnitively,

. ,
.

/
. sls

.
,

,`by 'undeistanding' and vicariouS-?.re-living,' or rally,` by 'f011owing in.

'7'O his
fifamphasis in,original]. The notion of participation is what I

4.

.

,

want to stress here-. It is po, t a case of our gaining sort of4detached

warmness of the internal perspective of the otheraither -we allow ourselves
. 1 . ,,.

. a ', r A . - . .

tolbe addressed bilhe other persdn's.visilde involvement, in a sense placing :.

1

ourselves in-his.or her
4
world so that it compellingly 4.infolds fOr us. In,'

,

Buber's wordg, this is- b6th an undertaking and an undergoing.
. ,

' This is where we dipcover that we are already living out a decision:'a
.

decision to affirm the invitational aspect of the other's,availability in these

unusual circumstances. The ground for our participation can be understood as

the discovery of.basic values common to oneself and the other, values which

-previously either'were not evident or4Were present only in a marginal way:
. .

.

. (For an exposition on the-intersubjective nature'of values, see Scheler, 1973).

I would like to sum up this discussion of participation and values,in-

gilds experisnce by paraphrasing GeorgKelly (2955; 523):.a person chooses

for himself, in a situation Rresenting th, possibili0,:of involvement with,

or distancing from, /significant other person that = ltexnative through which 4

he antkcipatevhe greater possibility for extension aod',affirmation of his

own-Basic values

Decision and Dilemma fa,

So farsit may seem that this experience involves a deciSion, but neither
. _

dilemma nor "liberation. i'his is not the whole story. e extraordinary

circUmsances which make possible thig transforthation gi

.

way to those which

are routine. The'assimilation of a particular mqment of d ep appreciati6Whof

1

A
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. the other p rsoh 'into ngoing and habitual, modes of relgting may be ... . 0

4 difficult or hreaten ng. Thus one woman,,sa4d, "Tf I were to think of my

l

a
;

brOther lite way I Saw nim bdfore the Mange in our telationship, I would
tg,

have no reason to think' of him." Initially, we may tend to hold onto that

which we-,ave recently discovered about the other person--for example,

that a co-worker is caring rather an 'callous as we previously supposed--

as the real truth of the matter. Yet the person who is caring and trust-

worthy at one moment may act in quite a different manner in subsequent

situations. Also, insofar"as we come to the rtallzation that our previously

restrictive and unduly negative view of the other was both self-protective

and all too convenient we may be faced with a painful struggle with our-
.

selves. 4

1,:evertheless, the descriptions 1. have colleCted suggest that in most

there
instances whereAwere possibilities for ongoing contact, a deepening of the

relationship followed the experience of 'seeing the other as if,for the

first time." This is not surpriSing, but perhaps it becomes more under-
,

standatile if we retemberScheler'(1970, p. 156) famous dictum that the

essence of another _.person becomes manifest.only, in and throughati act of

love. 1plact, the most enduri anges appear to hive taken place in

..

those relationships which we mo dily associate With the attenuation
.

of strictly defined roles(and unequal status and the possibility of love.

Friendship-and relationships' among siblings in their-mature: years are

obvious exampl45.

Conclusion 1,

e

For years -L_ gestalt therapi
4
ts (Peilg et al. 1951; Perls, 1971) have

"discussed many of the issues which I have mentioned in this paper. Perls

has suggested that genuine"contact" with another person occurs spontaneously

1. 14



when we are deeply in touch with ourselves, and is not the result of deliNrate

effort. At such moments--cre.tve moments .indeed as we have seen--we break away

from roles and patterns, and are open to the novelty of the situation. Within

the gestalt therapy,orientation, such creative moments, be they in the context

of relationghips or other life issues, are explained with reference to

';organismic self - regulation." (Latner, 1974, pp. 11-15). However,' to-do justice

to the specifically social and.psychological, nature of our existence, we need

an approach which,focuses on personal yalpes and their role in guiding our

actions and decisions. There is no longer a lack of research and theorizing

which recognizes the importance of human values, and which, in addition, does

not adhere to'a strictly causal analysis of behavior. Instead, a number of

researchers have adopted a view of human motivation which is similar to that

Suggested by Merleau-Ponty (see above, pp. 2-3). It is insting to note
. .

what kinds of problems these researchers address. Smelser and Erikson (1980)

have brought "ogether some of the contributions' of these thinkers in a recent

, book entitled Themes ofWork and Love in Adulthood. The contributors to this
A

volume are sociologists and psychologists 'who are concerned with the dilemmas and
0

?satisfactions of adult,,life, its continuities and discontinpities in terms of

values, decisions, relationships and, obviously, work and love. These writers,

who include. Daniel Levinson, Robert Gould and Janet Giele, speak directly of

the actuality and complexity of life events. Why the difference in terms of

directness and perspective within this field? A number of reasons can be given.,

These researchers have been influenced by disciplines such as history and

literature which emphasize a qualitative approach to the person. Thert is

less of a tradition of orthodoxy in terms of research methods- in adult

developMental psychOlogy than in other areas within'the discipline.4PerhaRi
i

14

there is also another reason. A number of social,psychofogists have expressed

doubt that any but a few psychological theories are used very much, even by

It 1 ,
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professional psychologists, to make sense out of every4y.experience. When

we are talking about issues of love and work in adulthood, we are talking

about issues which each of us struggle Vith, more or less satisfactorily but

seldoM easily or without some sense-or urgency. It may just be that this

affinity with these issues provides psychologists with a motive to stay..

closer to the Areal" world.
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NOTES

1
1. This'paper was presente-vat the American Psychological Association

Convention, Los Angeles*Ugust 24, 1981, as part of a
symposium entitled; "Dilemma as Threat oniChallenge: Phenomeno-
logical Perspectives."I am indebted to,my' wife, Mical,Goldfarb,
for critical comments on an earlier version,of this manuscript.

2. This translation is based partly on the original German text and
partly on the translations rendered by. Walter Kaufman and
MCGregor Smith. My thanks to Professor James Risser of the
Seattle University Philosophy Department who helped with the
re-translation.

3. Research in the area of prosocial behavior suggests that people
'either help almost immediately when asked or when an emergency
situation arises oy they don't. help at all. (Feltner & MarshAll,
1970; Latane & Darley, 1970).

4.

4
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